WCUSC TURF FIELD POLICY
To uphold the appropriate levels of maintenance and security of our new TURF Field facility the following
guidelines have been established.
FACILTY OPENING:
The WCUSC Turf Field is now secured via a combination lock; (from left to right)
After entering code, push together top and bottom of lock to open. All coaches should know what the
code is – if you do not, call Mark Thomas or Tino Mueller.
FACILITY CLOSURE:
The last team on the Turf Field must take the following steps:
Team must pick up any trash on the field or in the bleachers.
Team coach must close the gate and lock the padlock on gate (no key needed).
Team coach must call Mark Thomas to confirm that gate is locked and so that the
floodlights can be switched off
(Mark Cell: 484-653-9923) If Mark cannot be reached, call Tino Mueller
(Tino Cell : 484-885-6970)
FACILITY USE:
Teams must warm up on the side of the TURF field, if the field is in use prior to games.
No teams are permitted to warm up on the Softball fields, unless provided prior authorization from
the club administration.
GENERAL UPKEEP & GUIDELINES:
After every practice all Coerver (portable) goals must be moved off of the playing surface
Game day goals must be moved back to end lines
Team’s must take pride in the facility and ensure that no trash is left behind
Team’s that are found to have left trash on the field will receive two weeks of suspended
practice time.
TURF Field is schedule is updated on a weekly basis; it is recommended that each team manager
checks the schedule online each week to ensure that their team schedule matches up with the master
WCUSC field schedule.
WCUSC required teams to turn back any field time no later than 48 hours prior to a practice or game.
WCUSC will determine if weather conditions are unsafe for teams to be practicing (snow, thunderstorms,
extreme hot and cold conditions) (Even if it is raining the field will remain open)
Each team is also responsible to check all trash cans around the field & take full cans to the dumpster
located at the center of the complex. To assist with moving the trash cans, there is a hand-cart kept near
the light building.
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